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Abstract
In recent decades, there has been a growing interest among Social Science researchers in computational
approaches; Computational Social Science and Digital Sociology are examples of these research directions.
An interdisciplinary research field that can be framed within Social Science is Public Communication of
Science and Technology (PCST), which examines how science and technology can affect contemporary
society and how society can affect science and technology. The digitization of traditional media and the
proliferation of other information channels, such as Social Media, provide new opportunities for PCST.
This paper discusses the issues that need to be addressed to support PCST scholars, possible solutions to
address them, and the integration of these solutions into a single platform that is being used to support
research and teaching. Concerning teaching, the paper presents an example of how the platform can be
used in the context of a university course.
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1. Introduction

Social Science is a broad field of research that includes multiple disciplines, such as Sociology and
Political Science. In recent decades, there has been a growing interest in adopting computational
approaches to deal with the increasing amount of digitized content available [1, 2]. There is a
large body of work that involves the adoption of Machine Learning (ML), and more generally
AI-based or AI-inspired methodologies to support the research tasks of social scientists [2], to
propose new interdisciplinary methodologies, or to rethink and possibly automate previous
theories and approaches from a new perspective [3, 4].

This work will focus on an interdisciplinary field called Public Communication of Science
and Technology (PCST) [5]. This field includes the “practice to make specialized knowledge
available for the public” [6]; science communication “is used to inform, engage, persuade, change
behaviors, and support better decision making [. . . ] aims to lift the social, environmental and
economic standing of a nation’s people [. . . ] It may also support the participation of citizens in
setting the agenda for scientific research.” [7]. Communication plays a crucial role in scientific
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research, e.g., to attract attention and to enhance its legitimacy in the eyes of its stakeholders
and potential supporters [8, 9]. The public debate on science-related issues may begin when the
debate among experts (scientists) is still “ongoing” – see, for example, the case of cloning. Even
when there is a consensus among scientists, scientific issues become controversial when they
become the subject of public debate. The mass media – both “old” media, such as newspapers,
and “new” media, such as social networks – play an essential role in the public perception
of scientific and technological issues and innovations. For example, they constantly propose
different (interpretative) frames that may influence how the public perceives a particular issue.
If, therefore, PCST activities take place mainly in the media arena, this means that they are
characterized by the dual role of the mass media: on the one hand, they constitute a privileged
space within which relationships between science and society occur; on the other hand, the
media themselves contribute to fueling and shaping these relationships. For this reason, the
analysis of media communication on science and technology represents an excellent opportunity
for the social sciences.

This paper will consider research and teaching on PCST. We will reconsider the analysis
on user needs conducted in the context of Digital Humanities [10, 11] and Social Science
Research [3] and report on issues that need to be addressed to support these activities, possible
directions to address them, and our past and current efforts in pursuing these directions. To
show how we can adopt some of the proposed solutions for teaching, we will discuss a recent
activity we carried out during a course for the Master’s Degree in Communication Strategies.

2. Issues in PCST using Digital Data

Public Communication of Science and Technology encompasses several activities. In this paper,
we will focus on media monitoring, which aims to follow the discourse – in the case of PCST,
the discourse on science and technology – on one or more media channels. One of the channels
traditionally followed is newspapers — in this sense, we can think of newspapers as “old” media
compared to more recent channels such as social media platforms. Data digitization allows PCST
scholars to test their research hypotheses on both “new” articles and historical newspaper data.
Several research projects have focused on designing and developing digital libraries to preserve
and provide access to historical newspaper archives; recent projects include NewsEye [12]
and Impresso [13]. Research in PCST through newspapers is still relevant today, for instance,
because it offers the possibility of investigating research hypotheses that require longitudinal
studies. For example, suppose we wanted to follow the discourse of computing technologies or
AI over several decades, starting in the 1960s. Social media are too recent to be a data source
for such research questions. However, social media is an invaluable and necessary source for
other research questions, such as studying the discourse on COVID-19 or Generative AI, newer
viewpoints, or interactions specific to new platforms. Other media channels, such as vlogs or
podcasts, are now available and can be used as data sources.

Therefore, PCST can primarily benefit from working with digitized data and, as we will
discuss later, using computational approaches to uncover how the media present and “frame”
issues, such as those related to science and technology. To achieve this goal, however, several
issues must be addressed and are discussed in the remainder of this section.



2.1. Datasets and continuous media monitoring

Content analysis is a well-established practice in social science research. However, most previous
studies have been based on samples, e.g. a subset of articles on a particular topic. While this
is acceptable for some research questions, other questions require analysis of or comparison
with the “entire population.” For example, when studying the presence of articles on science
and technology over time, working only with articles relevant to science and technology and
looking at absolute frequencies would have led to an incorrect conclusion: that media pay
growing attention to science and technology. However, it is not the case because the relative
frequency is almost constant over time in the last decade [14]. Another reason for not working
with samples is the definition of the object of interest. If we are interested in following the
discourse of science and technology in newspapers, why not focus only on the “Science” and
“Technology” sections? The reason is that we will miss part of the discourse: what about the
debate on these issues within articles mainly focused on sport or business?

In the case of newspapers, studies are rarely conducted on all the newspapers available online:
a subset of them is selected to include those that are representative of different spins. Even
when a subset of newspapers (and sources in general) is selected, the size of the data, which
is longitudinal in nature, may require a scalable platform to handle it. Media monitoring and
approaches dedicated to handling news content are not new to IAR and NLP: the topic has been
the focus of evaluation campaigns, workshops,1 and projects; dedicated datasets2 have been
created. Therefore, PCST can benefit from these methodologies and resources.

Several platforms allow experts in other disciplines with limited programming skills to work
with data; examples include Knime3, Orange Data Mining,4, and CorText [15]. Knime and Orange
allow workflows to be implemented via “visual programming”, specifically by connecting blocks
— nodes in Knime and widgets in Orange; different types of blocks exist, e.g., for data collection,
preprocessing, and analysis. CorText allows workflows to be implemented using several existing
functionalities for data collection, subsetting, preprocessing, and analysis. While continuous
data monitoring can be implemented using more advanced or custom functionality in Knime or
by augmenting CorText with other libraries, these solutions may not be easily implemented by
PCST scholars, that can benefit from an integrated environment, complex search functionalities,
and (potentially very large) dataset export capabilities.

A different approach is taken by systems such as NOAM [16], The European Media Moni-
tor [17], NewsEye, or Impresso. These systems aim to provide an integrated and ready-to-use
environment. However, none of them meet all the requirements when it comes to continuous
and ongoing monitoring (and not just archives), IAR, and support for the strategies PCST
scholars use to conduct research (see section 2.3) or within teaching activities (see section 3.2).

2.2. Heterogeneous sources access and processing

A common methodology in PCST, given a research hypothesis, is to conduct a comparative
study between different sources/channels. For example, we can study the same phenomenon,

1See, for example, https://research.signal-ai.com/newsir18/ and https://research.idi.ntnu.no/NewsTech/INRA/
2See, for example, https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2008T19 and https://trec-core.github.io/2018/
3https://www.knime.com/
4https://orangedatamining.com/
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e.g. the public debate on AI, in different countries and use media channels such as newspapers
and social media as proxies for public opinion. This requires the construction of corpora that
are aligned in terms of the temporal dimension in different languages, from different channels,
and possibly in different modalities. Podcasts, for example, can be a relevant source to study
nowadays since there are many of them focused on news, and besides the content presented in
the episodes, one could also look at the way the content is delivered, e.g., as done in [18], by
considering vocal and conversational properties when predicting seriousness and energy.

Even when libraries are available to collect and preprocess different types of data, such as
those mentioned above, access to the channels can be a problem. Newspapers such as The
Guardian5 or The New York Times6 provide Web APIs. However, services for collecting data
from (some) social media that used to be freely available for research purposes are no longer
available or, if available, require substantial fees to download large amounts of data. This can
severely limit research on these channels.

In addition to access to sources, another aspect to consider is content heterogeneity. Even
when considering the same modality, e.g., text, different channels may require different methods.
A well-known example is the case of topic extraction methods, such as Topic Modeling (TM)
algorithms, whose effectiveness may be affected by document length [19], which may vary in
datasets consisting of microblog or forum posts such as Reddit, or when different sources are
considered simultaneously [20].

2.3. Workflow support

When dealing with experts in other fields, such as Humanities or Social Sciences, one cen-
tral issue is supporting their workflows. Those experts alternate quantitative and qualitative
approaches to investigate their research questions or, more in general, to accomplish a task.

A discussion on this aspect is reported in [11]. Even if the contribution is in the context of
the NewsEye project and about the study of historical newspapers, the authors provided an
abstraction of the problem and proposed a workflow that can adopted as a conceptual tool. The
authors discuss how an interdisciplinary digital hermeneutics workflow is necessary to pursue
the direction of interdisciplinary research that does not consider only the distinct points of view
– the one by humanists and the one by computer scientists – but a joined view. The goal is to
move us away from “supporting their workflow” and towards an interdisciplinary approach. For
instance, it is not always possible to frame a task in “simpler” subtasks and then later translate
them in pipelines: this is not how humanists (and in our case PCST scholars) proceed. For
this reason, [11] proposed a workflow that considers three main aspects: (a) data, (b) iterative
qualitative analytical steps over the data, and (c) critical reflection on data, algorithms, and
tools.

As for (a), besides the need to focus on specific subcorpora, another critical aspect is the
curation of the data. In the event of historical newspapers as in [11], tasks related to this point
included extracting content and metadata from scans or images via OCR technologies. Based on
our experience with the more “recent” online newspapers, we can add that automatic techniques
robust to diverse templates and structures of the pages are required when scaling on the number

5https://open-platform.theguardian.com
6https://developer.nytimes.com
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of sources. Another point stressed in [11] is the importance of metadata to get the context of
the themes under investigation, which is crucial for deriving meaning from the data.

As for (b), a key aspect is the iterative approach and the high level of interaction required
with the data. In this case, search can be a specific tactic within a more complex strategy to
accomplish a task. In [10], the authors discuss some relevant tasks when working with historical
newspapers and useful digital interface functionalities to accomplish such tasks:

1. filtering and searching by full-text queries and metadata such as time or newspaper;
2. identification and disambiguation of named entities;
3. identify the first occurrence of words or expressions;
4. study the change in meaning of words over time;
5. extraction of themes (topic in TM), interaction with theme descriptions (labels) for their

interpretation and possible refinement, access to a representation of a document based
on themes, visualization of the prominence of themes over time;

6. advanced search features such as relying on Boolean or regular expressions.

In addition, [11] mentioned the importance of improving search beyond keywords since some
concepts are complex to express by a set of keywords, even if the suggestion/extraction of new
relevant keywords – such as named entities extracted from the subcorpora – could help.

The last point (c) is crucial for computer scientists because it requires “openness and trans-
parency of methods and tools” [11]; this is important both for reproducibility and to make
explicit the assumptions underlying methods and algorithms and the role these assumptions
play in investigating the experts’ research questions.

We observed analogous needs when interacting with PCST scientists [21, 22]; they require:

• better support for IAR, going beyond keyword-based search;
• ways to easily incorporate new and possibly heterogeneous sources for new perspectives

on the public perception of science and technology issues;
• to switch from one (quantitative) strategy to another, to return to a more qualitative

analysis, and then to perform further interactions;
• to compute a set of consolidated or new indicators, e.g., the “risk indicator” [23], on the

subcorpora identified after several iterations.

Digital platforms to support research and teaching in these areas should be able to provide
these functionalities in an integrated environment or at least facilitate the “implementation” of
complex workflows that are not necessarily linear, but that can support different strategies and
the alternation between quantitative and qualitative approaches to data analysis.

3. Towards Supporting Research and Teaching in PCST

3.1. Research

In Section 2, we identified three main issues: (i) datasets and continuous monitoring; (ii) hetero-
geneous sources access and processing; (iii) lack of supporting workflows for PCST scholars.
In this section, we will describe how we are currently addressing them in an interdisciplinary
project called TIPS7 (Technoscientific Issues in the Public Sphere).

7https://www.tipsproject.eu/tips/
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The first issue, i.e. not to limit the research to samples and to carry out continuous monitoring,
has been addressed by designing and developing a modular software platform, presented
in [21, 22], that stores and provides access to articles collected from fifteen newspapers in
different languages; for three of them, archives are available that go back to the 1980s, obtained
by complementing test collections, such as The New York Times Annotated Corpus, or collected
through the available Web API, as for The Guardian. All newspapers are still being monitored
so that we can work on more recent issues. Continuous monitoring required engineering effort
to design and implement a robust architecture. We have integrated search, PoS tagging, named
entity extraction, and topic modeling into a single platform that meets all of the requirements
discussed in the section 2.1 for continuous and ongoing monitoring, IAR, and support for the
strategies used by PCST researchers to conduct their research. Access to the platform requires
authentication; credentials may be requested for research purposes. To support reproducibility,
users can download metadata of the documents used for their analysis; the metadata includes
the article’s URL, which allows access to the full content via the original source.

Regarding the second issue, i.e. heterogeneous source access and processing, we designed
the platform to work with arbitrary documents and different languages. The platform already
stores and provides access to aligned corpora in different languages, which allowed us to
perform comparative studies between different countries. Even if we do not monitor social
media platforms, existing datasets can be easily included and processed by the existing pipeline.
How to replace channels like the Twitter API is an open question and a solution has not been
found yet. As for the robustness of the algorithms when working with heterogeneous data,
such as [20], we have built temporally aligned test collections for different topics — e.g., DNA
and AI — from 2010 to 2022 using data collected from social media and the news; they will be
used to conduct experimental evaluations. The involvement of the PCST scholars provides a
unique opportunity to gain insights into the effectiveness of these approaches on “real” tasks
through qualitative evaluation.

The third issue, i.e., supporting workflows for PCST scholars, is the central aspect we are
working on. The current functionalities already support filtering and search, named entity
extraction, identifying the first occurrence of words and expressions, and advanced search
features like regex or boolean constraints. A dedicated functionality in the platform allows the
extraction of the top-named entities and nouns for a given query, thus helping users express
their needs better. Additionally, users can work on specific subcorpora, obtained by boolean
queries, directly within the platform, thus utilizing all the functionalities and indicators available
without relying on other platforms or libraries. Some workflows are already supported, e.g.,
search→ identify a subcorpus
→ topic extraction on the subcorpus
→ topic description and top docs per topic analysis
→ analysis of the evolution of topics over time
→ identify a subcorpus using a subset of the topics and re-extract them
Even if the platform supports multiple iterations, the above workflow is limited to search and
TM. More articulated workflows can be integrated into the platform, e.g., that proposed in [24]
to study the case of energy transition in Italian newspapers; that workflow involves additional
techniques such as named entity recognition to identify prominent actors, and graph-based
representations obtained from the articles’ content to study actors relationships. Section 3.2



will present another possible workflow for PCST scholars and students.
Dealing with large amounts of data in terms of information access and automatic extraction

of valuable and usable representations is not the only reason to introduce experts in PCST to
computational approaches. Another reason is the increasing attention some of these Computer
Science disciplines are receiving in the public sphere today. AI is becoming a prominent topic in
the media and for political institutions, thanks to the progress achieved through new (computer)
architectures and models and their widespread potential applications. Emerging technologies,
such as AI-based chat-bots, are becoming controversial for their potential future impact on
society, and institutional organizations have proposed specific regulations.8 Sociologists and
communication experts may be directly affected by these emerging technologies, and their
role may be critical in discussing or communicating the implications for society. For example,
when considering Generative AI, one concern is whether automatically generated content
will become dominant. How might that affect society? In addition to the impact on political
orientations or public perception, could other aspects be affected? These types of questions are
relevant to PCST research activities that focus on the impact of digital technology on society
and social interactions. These questions can also be the subject of teaching activities for future
communication and sociology professionals, as we will discuss in the next section.

3.2. Teaching

The last remark on section 3.1 allows us to introduce another aspect, i.e. the introduction of
students of social and communication sciences to topics in IAR, NLP and ML. This need has been
the rationale for interdisciplinary courses such as those in Digital Humanties and Computational
Social Science, which have been offered for several years. As discussed in [11] in the context
of research on historical newspapers, “historians need to acquire new skills, especially in the
practice of (digital) hermeneutics, which refers to the interpretation and understanding of large,
digitized or digitally born data sources.” The same is true for students (and scholars) in PCST.
To promote an appropriate level of understanding of IAR, NLP, and ML topics, and to foster
debate among the “future” communication professionals, it is imperative to introduce students
to these concepts and also to some of the current and possible future implications. Following this
direction, in this section, we will present a teaching activity we carried out on text classification
to identify articles on emerging technologies; moreover, we will discuss other activities we plan
to carry out to complement the first one.

As an example of teaching activities that might benefit students in Sociology and Communi-
cation, we report on recent experience in the course of Digital Sociology in the Master Degree
of Communication Strategies at the University of Padova. The objective of the course is to
introduce the students to epistemological and methodological issues concerning Digital Social
Research, to digitalizing traditional methods (e.g., web surveys), data-driven social research, and
making social research on Social Media and through Social Media, and digitalized newspapers.

As part of the course, the students were presented with how to represent unstructured data,
such as newspaper articles, and ML techniques to analyze them, more specifically, supervised
text classification on a specific object of study: emerging technologies. The task was framed

8https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20230601STO93804/
eu-ai-act-first-regulation-on-artificial-intelligence
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as a binary classification problem where the goal was to determine whether a document was
about emerging technologies. In the first lecture on this activity, the students were introduced
to the demarcation problem, i.e., to the problem of determining the object of interest for the
study; the goal was to identify a set of criteria then used to classify a document concerning
relevance to emerging technologies. Even if the lecturers determined some criteria before the
beginning of the activity, those criteria were not presented to the students, who were left to
come up with the criteria and agree on those that must be adopted. The result of this activity
was the following criteria: (i) a technology framed as "new" is mentioned; (ii) some impacts, i.e.,
changes, on society are described; (iii) a technology related to scientific research is mentioned.

After determining the criteria, we built a dataset using articles from six English newspapers9

published from January 1, 2016, to November 7, 2023. The articles were retrieved by merging
the results from the following queries:

• "emerging technology" OR "emerging technologies"
• chatgpt
• "fusion energy"
• "genome editing"
• "neuralink"
• "self driving car" OR "autonomous car" OR "driverless car" OR "robotic car" OR "google

car" (and the corresponding version with "cars")

The expression between double quotes is interpreted as phrase queries (the constituting words
must occur near each other as in the string). We considered candidate non-relevant documents
those not returned as results for those queries. We set as an additional filter that articles must
be relevant to Science and Technology issues, according to a previously developed classifier —
see [21] for details on the manually labeled dataset and [22] for the approach used.

Then, we extracted a random sample of 658 documents that covered the diverse queries and
(possibly) non-relevant documents; the sample was explicitly created, maintaining a balance
between the two classes. The sample was then delivered to the students, who manually labeled
14 documents, each using the criteria. A total of 46 students were involved in the activity. Along
with labeling relevant and non-relevant documents, students were asked to perform a quality
check to identify duplicates or documents with incomplete text due to our extraction procedure.
After labeling the assigned 14 documents, students were asked to label the documents from
another student. After the labeling was performed, the students were divided into groups. They
were asked to discuss the given labels and to agree on each document label, paying particular
attention to problematic cases. The results were then provided to the lecturer. Some documents
were removed because of the quality check; the resulting dataset consists of 642 documents.

In the following lecture, the students were introduced to fundamental notions on Computer
Science, such as the notion of “algorithm”, and on ML learning, focusing on supervised text
classification. The experience of labeling was instrumental in this subsequent lecture. Part of
the lecture was devoted to presenting the effectiveness of some classifiers trained on the labeled
dataset produced by the students. Even if the resulting dataset was small, we trained several
classifiers using 5-fold cross-validation as a proof of concept. We used the JSAT Library [25],

9Mirror, The Guardian, The Telegraph, The New York Times, The Times of London, and The Financial Times



Table 1
Effectiveness of Text Classifiers for identifying articles on Emerging Technologies

Classifier AUC F1 Precision Recall

MNB 0.837 0.771 0.832 0.721
LRDCD 0.809 0.766 0.770 0.764
Stacking 0.829 0.770 0.808 0.738

the one currently adopted “in production” in TIPS. The tested classifiers were Multinomial
Naive Bayes (MNB), Logistic Regression with Coordinate Descent Methods (LRDCD) [26], and
Stacking [27] of these two classifiers; the focus on these approaches was motivated by the
previous encouraging results observed for classifying Science and Technology articles [22].

The subsequent lecture was devoted to current and possible future implications of ML
approaches and technologies, e.g., approaches and technologies using behavioral data and
Large Language Models, on society. The participation of the students and the constructive
interactions were perceived as an indicator of a positive and valuable experience, and the main
methodological aspects related to IAR, NLP, and ML were acquired by the students.

The students were then given a new sample to label and, later, the predictions based on the
most effective classifier (the one using Stacking) to check the predictions’ correctness. The
labeling procedure followed the same approach adopted in the previous phase: labeling 14
documents and then discussing the labeling within the group. In the second phase, we got fewer
labeled documents (383). As for comprehensiveness, Table 1 reports the results of the three
classifiers on the full dataset; article URLs and labels of the adopted dataset are available in [28].
The obtained results suggest additional work should be done, e.g., increasing the size of the
labeled set, before using the classifier for research purposes.

Text classification is one of many topics that can benefit teaching activities. The availability
of classified and indexed longitudinal corpora allows us to present methodological aspects, such
as the importance of working with the entire population to monitor some phenomena — see
the example of the erroneous interpretation related to absolute frequency reported in Section 2.
Another activity might be to show some representations obtained from the classified data.
For example, we might ask if the perception of risk when discussing emerging technologies
has changed over time. Can NLP and ML help? We might extract temporal word embedding
representations and compare the distance among the embedding representation of the terms
“risk” and “emerging technology” over time.

As a proof of concept and a basis for a possible activity to carry out for the next edition of
the course, we considered all the documents answering the queries reported above and merged
the obtained results; 80494 documents constitute the resulting subcorpus. We preprocessed
them, replacing all the terms in the query constituted by more than one token, e.g., emerging
technology, with a string to denote the entire expression; we then transform the text using
lemmas instead of the original words — we used Stanza [29] for the extraction of the lemmas.
Then, we trained a model using 100 dimensions to represent each word, 5 static iterations, and
5 dynamic iterations as suggested in [30]. We then computed the distance (cosine similarity)
between “risk” and “emerging technology” over time; the trend is reported in Figure 1, specifically



Figure 1: Similarity between the term “risk” and “emerging technology” over time; emerging technology
collapsed refers to the case where all the terms reported in the queries were replaced with “emerging
technology” before the training.
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the line connecting points depicted by circles. The other line (points depicted as squares) refers
to the similarity between the term “’risk” and the term “emerging technology”, when in the pre-
processing step, all the terms used in the query – “chatgpt”, “fusion energy”, “genome editing”,
“neuralink” and the different variants of “autonomous car” – where replaced by “emerging
technology”; the basic idea underlying the second approach was to have a measure of the
relationship among risk and emerging technologies when considering all the technologies
of the case study. Both cases show a peak in 2023. One can then look at the words closest
to “emerging technology” to interpret the results; the top 20 per year are reported in Table 2
when not “collapsing” the diverse queries. In the case of “emerging technologies collapsed”, we
observed words such as “AI”, “generative”, “vehicle”, “robot”, “automation”, “autopilot”; those
words, along with “cybersecurity”, might suggest a possible interpretation of the reasons for
a peak of the closeness to risk. A more fine-grained analysis based on the actual documents
from that year must then be adopted to confirm the result, and that requires advanced search
functionalities to retrieve documents relevant to the task. This is an example of workflow
mentioned in Section 2 and that we aim to support.

Another example, relying on TM algorithms, might help to introduce the discussion on
controversial issues rooted or related to research on IAR, ML, or AI in general. These indica-
tions by PCST scholars might lead to novel research problems to address and result in novel
algorithms and paradigms. For example, we considered two newspapers: The New York Times
and The Guardian. We used the articles available in TIPS from 1999 to 2022. That resulted
in 4,556,415 documents. Then we extracted all the articles answering the query: (”search
engine” OR ”information retrieval” OR ”machine learning” OR ”artificial
intelligence”) in the time interval 1999-2022; 1999 was selected as the starting year because
the number of articles in The Guardian seems to be small before that date and we wanted to



Table 2
Top 5 words closest to “Emerging Technology”

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

innovation robotics innovation AI AI innovation innovation innovation
advance AI AI blockchain automation AI digitization diversification
discipline innovation automation robotics disruptive automation domain domain
advancement Mana expertise tool innovation niche robotics enabler
opportunity groundbreaking tool automation tool expertise entrepreneurship infrastructure
entrepreneurial Hide disruptive domain blockchain digitisation tool entrepreneurship
evolution consortia frontier computing robotics robotics advancement industrial
meaningful intelligence blockchain intelligence nanotechnology entrepreneurship solution cybersecurity
insightful levitation dynamic disruptive intelligence skill sustainability learnings
robotics artificial creative innovation transformative domain cybersecurity multilateralism
organizational nanotechnology solution algorithm computing ecosystem skilling solution
frontier DeepMind robotics ML storytelling enhancement cyberspace organisational
avenue bioengineering talent artificial digital disruptive skill reform
cosmos computing skill innovate innovative enabler computing advancement
disruptive startup hardware futuristic futuristic skilling ICT mobilisation
potential cloud idea Machine quantum capability AI skill
era usher workload cyberspace artificial computing innovative upskilling
emergence field complexity cloud skill knowledge creation complementary
strategy talent revolution societal Automation blockchain learning automation
immense nationality industry advancement IoT advancement blockchain biofuel

align the two corpora. We then extracted 30 topics using LDA10 with 500 iterations and the
stop-word list provided by the library. Table 3.2 reports a subset of the topics. For instance,
the top documents from topic 8 suggest several concerns related to social media platforms and
content, such as misinformation. Topic 14 is focused on preoccupations associated with climate
change and the environment. Still, top documents also include how these issues can benefit
from AI research results and advancement in the field. Topic 25 concerns recent advances
in large language models, and the discussion includes the impact that might have on society.
Topic 29 includes a discussion on what AI can bring to Art, but also concerns on the problem
of copyright infringement due to some IR and AI technologies; these concerns, for instance,
resulted in publishers asking governments to protect their work which is “ingested” by AI-based
technologies. Those mentioned in the last paragraphs are only a few examples of the relationship
between science, technology, and society.

4. Final remarks

This paper discussed how PCST can benefit from working on Digital Data. We explicitly
discussed some issues that need to be addressed, relying on our experience on an ongoing
interdisciplinary research project called TIPS and previous works on Historical Newspapers
Archives. The solutions to some of these issues are already integrated into the TIPS platform.
Section 3 discussed how our effort is helpful for research and teaching activities. Besides the
specific activity considered in the paper, we should also point out that the platform has been
actively used for several years by Bachelor’s, Master’s, and Ph.D. students for their theses, which
generally focus on specific issues concerning technologies and their impact on society.

A large body of work still needs to be done to provide better support, e.g., implementing
other workflows like that described in Section 3.2 or proposed in [24] directly into the platform.

Moreover, some platforms discussed in the paper are useful for research activities; are they

10https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/jsLDA/

https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/jsLDA/


Table 3
Topics extracted from NYT and The Guardian on IAR, AI, and ML.

ID Top words
1 apple mobile android gt&gt app phone iphone apps google phones
2 students university science education school professor research universities computer online
3 human intelligence computer artificial machine machines humans computers language learning
4 game games video virtual players play player real reality film
5 internet software your users use information web data system computer
6 company said companies percent market business billion investors chief money
7 your home like technology devices voice into smart amazon assistant
8 facebook social users media twitter news content tech youtube company
9 data how used such says could research information about use
11 said online advertising internet ads service companies business web site
12 health patients medical cancer care nhs said doctors patient disease
13 robots robot space human robotics weapons artificial intelligence military robotic
14 energy climate water species said food carbon could change global
15 said data privacy about information public government law had use
16 brain science human his life scientists scientific mind book consciousness
17 google google’s microsoft said companies company amazon search european tech
18 said technology software like research computer company a.i companies data
20 jobs workers work job economy automation economic report skills employees
21 cars car vehicles self-driving autonomous uber travel tesla vehicle driving
22 search web site sites information engine online pages your find
23 said covid vaccine health coronavirus were pandemic virus cases had
24 google search engine yahoo google’s microsoft users company results internet
25 chatgpt said technology about artificial intelligence google musk use privacy
26 says digital technology business media social guardian such director marketing
27 china chinese government said united states american companies technology china’s
28 even about future technology power way might just too much
29 music books art book library digital copyright work artists into

effective also for educational activities? How can we improve them to support teaching better
and allow practice on some methodologies/research issues? Should we provide the users with
novel search or analysis primitives for better support?

The active participation by experts is a unique opportunity, especially for the evaluation of
the effectiveness of IAR, NLP and ML. For this reason, we plan to extend the platform to gather
more feedback from the users, e.g., allowing them to specify additional annotations during the
labeling procedure, such as notes on why the document was perceived as relevant.
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